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ABSTRACT

This paperwork with its unique theme - considering the few attempts of theoretical and practical approach of the topic - is a worthy ambition to be taken into consideration, when we speak about the role of the local police in increasing the autonomy of local authorities and, of course, to increase local economic and financial power, since the new institution of law of order and peace in the subordination of the City Council, of the citizens, is set up in a ferment of a new economic and financial value.

Throughout the work I wanted to point out ways and means by which local police can be found as a source of generating economic benefits through its direct and indirect activities in the area of prevention, i.e. to maintain in good condition what is there, as well as in the correlation versus the reaction of the citizens against the common property.

Worthy of note are the comparative analyses and judgments regarding the establishment and maintenance costs of such structures and benefits obtained through its work, under various forms of adjudication. Although some benefits cannot be quantified in a rigorous statistic way, the effects of the labor can be rigorously noticed in the urban behavior, the interpersonal ambience.

So, it is necessary to take in the calculation of life and environment the beneficial effects of the Local Police, as well as the economic and financial benefits generated by the institution in discussion.

We appreciate that the four topics which will be discussed in the work, such as:

a. local Police Actions to protect and defend public goods;
b. education of citizens that public goods should not be waste;
c. achieving conducive climate for order and safety claimed by any investor,
d. undertaken coercive measures, - will have a huge contribution to achieving overall to what we proposed.

For instance, the economic and financial aspects of the work of local Police is worthy of taken into account, sustained by the community leadership, as well as by the community itself.
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*Public order* is a state of being and of law which allows making and maintaining social consensus-based balance necessary for optimal functioning of the social legal internal regulations, the defense and compliance of fundamental rights and freedom of citizens, public and private possessions, other supreme values, to promote social progress and affirmation in a democratic society.

*Economic development* - involves the growth of all branches of social work which are determined by the stage of the development of the productive forces and production relations. It requires the level-headed use of money or materials which must be limited to the absolute minimum, as well as temperance and moderation.

*Education* - the totality of measures applied to the formation and development of intellectual, physical and moral qualities, of people, of society, of community. This requires a civilized behavior in society, too.

**Introduction**

According to the economic forecast recently published by the European Commission, Romania had a modest growth - of 1.60% in 2013 and will have a more accelerated one - of 2.5% in 2014, due to the increasing domestic demand supported by investment.

According to the report, the request will be the main driver of growth, while the indicators linked to exports contribute negatively to growth, due to the re-launch of the economy of the European Union. (European Commission Forecasts: Romania's modest growth-, article published by Claudia Oprescu in Europe newsletter, free monthly publication of European information, no. 36)

In the context of information presented above, by lowering the bar approach at local level, mainly town, we can show as worthwhile the need to enhance the work performed by the local police for the city's economic and financial development.

If this is going to affect every citizen, whether active or attitudinal, one of the levers for action taken by decision-makers is that represented by the local police.
Having regard to extensive areas of manifestation of local police, public order and peace, security of goods and objectives of public and the private interest, the movements in the locality, inspection for construction work and the display line, records and others laid down by the local councils (Law No 155 of local police in 2012), as well as the 116 missions submerged in that greater pattern areas of above, it may highlight beyond any doubt or fear of being wrong, some lines of action with tangent to strategic objective of the village, namely urban, fmancial and economic development in which the local police will find itself, each component thereof, in a subdued work between local police and citizen, so the entire community.

LOCAL POLICE ACTIVITIES TO PROTECT PUBLIC GOODS IN THE COMMUNITY

Within each structure of the Local police there are many components among which the safeguard structure to defend public and private goods and values, to protect the City hall personnel who fulfill different missions of a high level risk.

There are, also, other specific missions and responsibilities which are meant to be carried out by the Local Police. The Local Police is helped in its activities by other structures such as public safety and order, complementary forces, special forces mentioned in the Annual Plan, generically called "Plan for safeguard and protection of different objectives in the City. Each lucrative entity has its own specific and precise responsibilities to fulfill. But the collaboration with the citizen is specific to the Local Police.

Now the City Halls have their own active preventive structure with its specific activity and this means, in fact, a rather great economy of money and not the increase of it.

So, the financial resources can be directed to different other important activities: investments, updating and not repairing.

Having the capacity to visualize different zones, it is now possible to anticipate a lot of unwanted losses in the economic and financial area and to intervene whenever necessary.

While using the informative and educational vector in different ways of preventive notifications, it is possible to cumulate various effects that bring income. All these activities of business empowerment and unprecedented activities, a new civic conscience is brought to light as nothing is left to chance in any activity from the city.

Local Police actions in the educational plan to save economic-financial resources versus repeated repairs, replacements etc.

As in any other organization the positive and long term effects are obtained using the educational and preventive method as well as the binding one.
To propose to you to make big jumps in short time without a proper strategy is a deviation from reality and it doesn't bring much good. But to act with little steps and actions that appeal to broad educational spectrum, in combination with the institutional culture generates positive effects in coercion and secure guarantees of success.

A coherent medium-term strategic thinking and accurate annual responsibilities for all institutions that inform and form attitudes or behavior, especially for the institution of the citizen, is an approach can develop the projected profit or slightly lower. Anyway, integrative and intermediary institution that carries on the doings may even be the Mayor of the locality helped by the local police.

I list below a few ways by which it can be expressed the majority of those responsible for this educational approach, such as:
- Educational courses in educational institutions
- Meetings in neighborhoods, streets and talks with citizens
- Use of owners associations
- The use of media
- Appealing to religious institution
- The use of pensioners
- Training of local police volunteers
- Spreading of leaflets and flyers
- Preventive notifications
- Positive example
- Direct contacts of the local policemen etc.

Enormous benefits obtained through the educational aims to leverage multiple facets of human behavior that metamorphose into money lay in added value and added value. The climate of order and public safety achieved and maintained with local forces constitute an invitation to courtship the internal and external investors.

Local police through most areas of responsibility that are assigned to it by the law of local forces, compete in that climate of safety, order and the proper functioning of the institutions, functioning seen through the prism of fair claims of the economic investors. So direct and indirect action of local police makes the place to be clean, a fact which implies benefits that will come to the city hall.

Through the departments, offices, services and public safety, environmental protection, control of commercial building, inspection, the accounting of local police set up in Golden Compass in terms of good governance, proper and good compliance with local legislation.
Investors’ eye will recognize this from the beginning, which will convince you otherwise to focus on The town, on the area in question. There are other institutions that contribute to such a financial benefit, but we appreciate that the role of the local Police is definitive.

Coercive measures taken by local police as infringement fines are income generating local financial and economic budget.

The procedural steps of the Local police (preventive summons, warning and fine contravention to which is added, depending on the situation, and complementary measures) shall be set up in the proper practice of behavioral of the local forces.

Although the vast majority of citizens conform, there are in the community people more careless, negligent and even bad faith people. For the latter it seems that fine is their option Facts for which you receive fines circumscribe domains: sanitation, law and order, control, construction inspection, circulation inside the city, environment protection and much more.

The benefits are three times higher than the costs for maintenance of the structure, although some of the amount of such fines goes into the budgets of other mayors if the offender does not pay the fine immediately and is domiciled in another village.

The fine must be proportional to the committed offence. A chase for mistakes would be a great mistake for the community, for the citizen. The institution must not turn into a hunting area of mistakes. So through an effective accounting, financial and economic benefits are not negligible.

Conclusions

We conclude that the approach taken after the presentation of the principle of such a topic without extensive calculations that would take time, help us in being well oriented when we talk about financial and economic benefits to the local police.

But balance and behavior should lead us to the educational side, the acceptance, closeness and trust of the citizens. Balance and reason has to stay at the bottom of this structure.

We appreciate that, the fine being optional, it's no mistake for those who chose it, avoiding other ways of compliance with the law.
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